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In the last lesson, we talked about naming the sin. That lesson flows perfectly into this lesson, 
because helping our children to think big-picture or heart-centered and identify their motives is 
a necessary foundation for helping them to examine the cause and effect of their actions in a 
situation of conflict. 
 
Think back to a recent conflict you’ve helped to mediate. The conversation may have gone 
something like this: 
 
Mom: Why did you hit your sister? 
Son: Because she took my truck. 
 
Your son is not wrong in identifying the circumstances in which the conflict occurred. The truck
-taking was the initial action that began the chain of events. But what’s the problem with this 
explanation? 
 
The problem is that it doesn’t include personal responsibility for actions. 
 
Children often speak as though there is an unbreakable connection between the wrong thing 
done to them or difficult circumstance in which they found themselves, and the way they re-
sponded to it. And in many cases they speak this way because this is how they understand the 
situation to have occurred. 
 
Here are three reasons why this way of thinking about a conflict will lead straight to frustration. 
 

1. Children believe they are held hostage by their circumstances. Someone may 
have truly wronged him. She may have truly been hurt. We can’t control the actions of oth-
ers. But we only hurt ourselves further when we fall into a trap of thinking that we can’t 
control our own responses. 
 
2. Children cannot begin to change what they don’t own. You can’t begin to talk about 
healthy and loving responses (yes, even to someone else’s sin) if you don’t believe you 
have any control over your reaction to that sin. 
 
3. Children feel unjustly treated when held responsible for their actions. If your 
daughter believes that screaming at her sister was the only possible reaction to a mean 
joke, then she is going to feel it very unjust if you give her a consequence for that yelling. 
She couldn’t help it. It was her sister’s fault. 
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So, you see, we can’t merely bypass this incorrect thinking with a firm statement of blame and 
move on to consequences. We need to help our children to see the process for themselves. 
 
Children see the two surfaces pieces of the puzzle. They see the external circumstances (such 
as the other person’s behavior) and they see their own reaction. 
 
We need to teach them to look for two other parts of the process: their feelings and thoughts. 
 
Here’s what it might look like before training: 
 
Circumstances: My brother hit me on the head with a plastic sword. It really hurt! 
My Reaction: I punched him. 
 
Now let’s look at the scenario again with feelings and thoughts added in. 
 
Circumstances: My brother hit me on the head with a plastic sword. It really hurt! 
My Feelings: I felt sad and angry all at the same time. 
My Thoughts: I know he did that on purpose to hurt me and he’s a big fat jerk. I want to hurt 
him back. 
My Reaction: I punched him. 
 
Now, of course, our children are not going to be able to articulate all of this on the first try. But 
by asking good questions you can help to draw out some of the pieces and show them how 
they fit in the puzzle. Good questions could include: 
 

• How did you feel when that happened? 

• What did you tell yourself about those feelings? 

• What were you thinking about your brother/sister? 

• Why do you think your brother/sister did that? 

• What did you most want to happen when you reacted the way you did? 
 
Before you begin to discuss this cycle of cause and effect with your children, be aware of a 
few things. You’ll also want to explain these to your children. 
 

1. This all happens in the blink of an eye. That may be obvious to you, but it’s worth 
stating out loud to them. Sometimes when we begin to go into the pieces of the cause and 
effect process, it ends up sounding like we think they sat there for five minutes hatching a 
diabolical plan. Acknowledge and reinforce that you understand this all happened very 
quickly and that what you’re trying to do is to provide them with some guidance in how to 
handle those thoughts and feelings when they begin to happen rapidly in the future. 
 
2. This cycle is much messier in reality than in theory. In discussion we can talk about 
circumstances leading to feelings, feelings leading to thoughts, and thoughts leading to 
reactions. However, in actual practice, there may be many back and forth exchanges (or 
even overlapping interactions) between thoughts and feelings. It might really be more like 
this: 
 
Circumstances: My brother hit me on the head with a plastic sword. 
My Feelings: Pain 
My Thoughts: I bet he did this on purpose! 
My Feelings: Sadness 
My Thoughts: Wow - he’s a real jerk! 
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My Feelings: Anger 
My Thoughts: I want to hurt him back. 
My Reaction: I punched him. 
 
It isn’t really necessary that we iron out an exact order of events. It is more important that 
we take a close look at all the pieces so that we can understand them. 
 
3. Feelings are a temptation. Feelings, like physical sensations, can come upon us un-
bidden and pose a temptation. Feelings themselves are not a sin. But what we do with 
them may be. Sometimes children carry unnecessary guilt because when they experience 
physical pain, red hot anger flares up in their hearts. We need to teach them that this anger 
isn’t necessarily a sign of sin, but that it can be a source of temptation and caution and self
-control are needed. 

 
Martin Luther once said, “You cannot keep birds from flying over your head but you can 
keep them from building a nest in your hair.” 
 

4. This is a life-long learning process. Remind yourself of this, and state it out loud to 
your children over and over. Please do not think that you can simply review this cycle of 
cause and effect with your children and eliminate relationship struggles from your home 
once and for all. As a wise person once said, “It takes a childhood to raise a child.” Contin-
ue to teach, guide, model, and pray for them. 
 

If your children have a difficult time believing that they do have the power to control their reac-
tions, here are some examples that will help. 
 
First, I recommend starting with yourself, Mom. Ask them to imagine that you’re grumpy and 
you’re fussing at them. Then the phone rings and you answer sweetly. Using a harsh tone of 
voice was a choice, because you were able to turn it off when you realized someone outside 
the family might overhear. 
 
A similar illustration that’s been helpful for my children is to think about being hurt by a baby. 
Say, for example, a child was just hit by his sister. Ask him how he would react differently if he 
had been hit by a baby. It might have hurt just as much, but he would experience different 
emotions because of what he was telling himself. He wouldn’t assume the baby did it on pur-
pose to be a mean, but rather that the baby didn’t know what he was doing. This is a great 
way of illustrating that physical pain itself is not responsible for our actions, but rather what we 
tell ourselves about that pain is what precipitates our response. 
 
Ask your child to consider how she might behave differently if a sibling stepped on her toe, 
versus if a friend stepped on her toe. The pain would be equal, and the emotions might even 
be the same. But we tend to show greater restraint in our reactions to those outside of our 
family because we don’t have the same level of security in the relationship. 
 
(Hint: This is not a point at which to berate our children for being nicer to friends than to sib-
lings. Rather the illustration is simply that we can choose and change how we react to a given 
external circumstance.) 
 
Compare this job of teaching our children to examine their own hearts to training a basketball 
player how to instinctively catch a pass, turn, and make a shot, or teaching a figure skater how 
to smoothly transition from a jump to a spin. Explanation isn’t enough. Diagrams are not 
enough. 
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Those can both be very useful. But what is truly needed is practice. Lots and lots of practice. 
Guided practice. “We do it together” practice. 
 
Way back in the second lesson, we talked about conflict as an opportunity. Now can you begin 
to really imagine how that could be the case? Conflict resolution can be like sitting with an ath-
lete to watch a video of his performance so that you can give constructive criticism. 
 
How many times is that needed? Over and over and over again. 
 
Please print out the diagram of the cycle of cause and effect, as well as a list of relevant vers-
es. Use these tools to help you explain and model the process of heart examination with your 
children. 


